BECOME A MEMBER!

The LISZT UNIVERSITY Society of Friends and Benefactors
(Gesellschaft der Freunde und Förderer der Hochschule für Musik FRANZ LISZT Weimar e. V.)

The society sees itself as a group of benefactors which brings together citizens with a passion for culture: from Weimar, Thuringia, Germany. We are united by our love of music—be it as connoisseurs (from the pensioner to the university professor) or as professionals (from orchestra support staff to the international virtuoso). Our curiosity to actively engage in the development of young musicians and music scholars brings us together. We come together in productive admiration of the LISZT UNIVERSITY, its teachers, directors, and students. We are united by the will to support students of all continents in financially difficult situations.

www.musik-foerdem.de

The Liszt Society Germany
(Deutsche Liszt-Gesellschaft)

The Liszt Society Germany combines the endeavours of an artistic and an academic foundation. It supports artistic and scholarly engagement with the life and works of Franz Liszt and his contemporaries, from the perspective of today's musical world. Through the generosity of its members, the Liszt Society Germany reaches its aims in the form of artistic events or scholarly publications, in friendly, professional discussion, inspiration, and critique of the musical culture of today, and its future development. The Liszt Society Germany bridges the gap between non-professionals and professionals of various occupations, between the people and institutions of Weimar, a centre of European culture, and between members and partner institutions across the globe.

www.deutsche-liszt-gesellschaft.de